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INODUCTION 

BACKGROUN 

In 1985, an estimated 83,000 Medicare beneficiaries received at-

home oxygen care. This use of at-home oxygen is a means to

achieve Medicare's goal of maintaining beneficiaries in their

homes as long as possible. Physicians prescribe at-home oxygen

for patients suffering both long- and short-term ailments.

Tyically, the method for oxygen delivery to individual

beneficiaries is determined by the durable medical equipment (DME)

supplier. The choice of method for at-home oxygen delivery (which

may be in the form of gas, liquid, or concentrator) ideally is

based on the oxygen flow rate, the concentration level, and the

need or ability of the patient to be mobile.


In 1985, anual Medicare costs for at-home oxygen exceeded $530

million. Oxygen concentrators represented about $300 million (57

percent) of that total. This inspection focuses on oxygen

concentrators, since they represent an increasing percentage of

Medicare's oxygen expenditures. This shift to the use of

concentrators has resulted from the dramatic reduction in their

acquisition costs, their low maintenance requirements, as well as

their convenience to both patients and suppliers. In comparison

to the liquid and gaseous systems, concentrators. do not require

the transport, refilling,. or overhead of bulky tans.


HOW is AT-HOME OXYGEN CAE PROVIDED?


LIQUID SYSTEM


GASEOUS SYS'.EM 

CONCENRA'.OR 

This tan system is used by both ambulatory

and bedridden patients. It delivers the

highest purity of oxygen, and is usually only

prescribed for patients requiring a high flow

rate (4 1i ters per minute or more). This 
system generally proves to be the most

expensive method of providing at-home oxygen

care. Use of ths system requires frequent

refills by the DME supplier.


This tan system is the most economical system

and is tyically supplied to patients not

requiring a continuous use of oxygen or who

require only a low-flow rate (usually about 2

1i ters per minute). It also requires the
tranport and refilling of bulky tans. 
~his machine operates electrically to generate

oxygen from the atmosphere and is designed for

patients requiring continuous oxygen with a

flow rate of up to 4 liters per minute and who

are house-bound or have minimal portability

needs . 

1 
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National Medicare data on the cost of at-home oxygen care were

examined on a carrier-specific basis. This information was

obtained from HCFA' s Part B Medicare Anual Data System (BMA). 
. The latest data available are from 1985. Supplemental information

pertaining to Medicare carrier-specific experiences was requested
from each of the carriers. .
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FININGS

MEDICARE'S AT-HOME OXYGEN COSTS ARE HIGH AN CONTINU ~O RISE


In recent years, the cost to Medicare of providing at-home oxygen

care has increased substantially. This is especially true of the

cost related to oxygen concentrators. Payments allowed by

Medicare carriers for DME suppliers' charges for at-home oxygen

care in 1984 and 1985 were: 

'.ULE 1 

TYE OF OXYGEN SYSTEM 1984 1985 

LIQUID $ 99 M S137 M 
GASEOUS S 51 M $ 87 M 
CONCENTRATOR $181 M $300 M 

TOTAL $331 M S524 M 

The above data are from HCFA' s BMA system, which is the only

national database for Medicare Part B. The 1984 data reflect

reports from 44 Medicare cariers. The 1985 data are from 54

Medicare carriers.


As reflected in the above table, oxygen concentrators, the focus

o£ this inspection, constituted the major portion of Medicare's

reimbursement for at-home oxygen. Information obtained from

seve~al Medicare cariers regarding their 1986 reimbursements for

at-h9me oxygen system substantiates both a continuing shift to

the predominant use of oxygen concentrators as well as an increase

in their total payments.


In sharp contrast to Medicare's steadily increasing costs for

oxygen concentrators is the concurrent decrease in DME suppliers'

acquisi tion costs for ths equipment. Chart A depicts the changes

in these costs from 1983 to 1987. Published results of a 1984

Medicare carrier surey showed that a DME supplier could lease an

oxygen concentrator from a manufacturer for $25.00 to S40. 00 per

month. However, our discussions in 1987 with several 
manufacturers revealed that the acquisition cost of a concentrator

t~ough a 3-year lease purchase arangement could be as low as

$4.00 per month for the initial 6-month period, $24.00 per month

for the remaining 30-month period, and then a $1.00 fee to own the

equipment outright. Whle ths appears to be the lowest lease-
purchase rate available, the more tyical price is about $35.00

per month.
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Through the competitive bid process, VA hospitals are paying an

average of $82.14 a month to rent an oxygen concentrator, ~which

usually includes portable equipment, delivery, and routine

maintenance. Medicare tyically pays about $300 per month for the

same equipment, including delivery and maintenance. Some VA '

hospi tals own their oxygen concentrators and have negotiated 
contracts with DME suppliers only for the delivery, set-up, and

ongoing maintenance of the equipment. In such instances, the

contracts call for monthly fees which range from $15 to $35.


Table 3 below shows actual DME supplier charges to VA and Medicare

in two different geogaphic areas for at-home oxygen systems.

Since the DME suppliers in both areas were operating under a VA

competi ti ve bid process, they were reimbursed the amount they 
charged to VA. However, the Medicare carriers for both areas

reimbursed all DME suppliers in their respective areas at their

established prevailing rate. Chart C illustrates the

reimbursement differences between VA hospitals and Medicare.


~ABLE 3 

DXFFERcES IN CHGES SUBMI~ED '.0 VA AN 
MEICA BY '. SAM DME SUPPLIER


AREA A


OXYGEN SYSTEM ~ MEDICARE 

LIQUID (PER POUN) $" .82 $l.OO 
GASEOUS (PER 240 CUIC FEET) $10.00 $25.00 
CONCENRATOR $78.00 $300.00 
(Rental per month)


AR B


OXYGEN SYSTEM Y! MEDICARE 

LIQUID (PER POUN) $ .75 $l.75 
GASEOUS (H CYINDER) $11.00 $35.00 
CONCENRATOR $90.00 $360.00 
(Rental per month)


Medicare's payments for the rental of oxygen equipment were

tyically two to four times the amount paid by the VA hospitals

using competi ti ve bid contract procedures. 

Almost all VA hospitals using competitive bid contracts for oxygen

services were complimentary of the quality" of products and degree
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The data for the remaining six HMOs reveal that five have ~ormal 
rental contracts for oxygen concentrators and one has a formal 
rent-purchase contract. The average monthly rental cost per 
patient for these six HMOs is S163. This cost includes delivery 
of supplies and maintenance and, in some instances, the services 
of a respiratory therapist. The HMO with the rent-purchase' 
arrangement pays a monthly rental fee only until a total of Sl, 200
per patient has been paid. Thereafter, while service continues to 
the patient, the ownership and equipment maintenance costs and 
responsibilities fall to the DME supplier. 

Five of the eight respondents stated that they have quality of 
care standards in place and that they undertake routine monitoring 
efforts to ensure that they are met. 

The eight HMOs providing data consisted of thee national group 
HMOs, two national Individual Practice Associations (IPAs), one 
local group, one local IPA, and one HMO demonstration proj ect. 
Membership in the HMOs ranged from l, 000 to 50,000 people. 

Na1:iona1 Labor Union 

This unon serves the medical needs of over 140,000 retirees, many 
of whom suffer ailments requiring at-home oxygen use. In 1985, 
its Health and Retirement Funds unt established a DME Cost 
Management Program whose first phase sought to strengten its 
method for ensuring that the medical equipment, oxygen, and 
oxygen-related equipment it provided was medically necessar and
appropriate for each beneficiary's needs. . 
The obj ecti ve of the second phase was to make its methods of 
payment for DME more cost-effective. ~he unon established a
RCoperating Vendor Progam,. whose paricipants agreed to 
specific term concernng equipment quality, specifications, 
maintenance and servicing, standard rental/purchase payment 
amounts, and the application of rental payments toward the 
purchase price. . 

The union purchases rather than rents DME whenever it is 
determined more cost-effective to do so. Purchase/rental 
decisions are based on a cost-benefit analysis, comparing the 
purchase price plus proj ected servicing costs to the proj ected 
rental payments for the probable duration of that patient's usage. 
Purchases are made only after a 6-month rental period in order to 
ensure that the DME which had been placed was meeting the 
beneficiary's needs. For new placements, rental payments are made 
for the first 6 month. Then, if the DME is purchased. the 6 
months of rental payments are applied to the purchase price. 
Existing placements were purchased, with the last 6 months of 
rental payments applied towards the purchase price. 

8 
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Flaws in 'te Reasonable Chge Me'tod (MCM 5246.5)


The primary reason that Medicare pays more for at-home oxygen is

its use of the reasonable charge method of reimbursement. .

Reasonable charge criteria are based on the theory that supplier

competi tion in the open marketplace will result in charges at .

their lowest competi ti ve level. However, the reasonable charge

reimbursement regulations fail to recognize factors that result in

reductions in supplier costs due to more efficient operations and

decreased acquisition cost. This flaw perpetuates at least a

"status quo" in charges and can result in increased charges by

continuing to apply an inflation factor to an inflated base.

Furthermore, the reasonable charge system could enable a single

high volume provider to upwardly distort the prevailing charge in

a given geographic area. The prevail~ng charge is calculated by 
the carrier based on charges billed by DME suppliers for each

instance of se%"~ice (See Appendix B.) However, even though the

amount allowed to a supplier may be set at $300 per month, the

supplier may continue to bill at a monthly $500-per-concentrator

level. Th~s billed amount will then be used in the carier's

later calculation of the suppliers' or marketplace's prevailing

charge, which ultimately impacts on future allowed charges to that

supplier. 

, 
Even though Medicare is the largest purchaser of at-home oxygen

care, this inspection found that the curent reimbursement

procedures do not ensure reimbursement at the lowest price

possible. Medicare is paying more for at-home oxyen care than

any of the other payers examined during the course of this

national inspection. According to the 1985 BMA data, Medicare

spent over $300 million dollars on oxygen concentrators alone.

Medicare could save at least $100 million per year by adopting new

reimbursement procedures (See Appendix C.) Fuer, the curent

procedures inhbit financial copetition by the industry and

foster "price-fixing" tye actions.


Non-Medicare payers who, in every instance, pay signficantly less

than Medicare have used other more innovative reimbursement

methods. The two major methods are thecopeti ti ve bid process 
and the purchase of equipme~t. Indi vidual VA hospitals have been

highly successful in containing at-hoe oxygen costs though the

use of both of these methods. Furthermore, at least thee

Medicaid State agencies have contained oxygen costs though the

use of the competitive bid mechanism.. These same cost-effective

resul ts have been achieved by other non-Medicare payers.


'.' '.IME is RIPE '.0 FIX ~IS PROBLEM


The problems with Medicare's reimbursement for at-home oxygen have

attracted the interest of the Congress, ~he Office of Inspector

General (OIG), and HCFA over the past 8 years. The OIG, HCFA and

others have conducted a number of studies regarding a variety of

oxygen reimbursement ~ssues (see Appendix D). Data from these
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

SHORT '.ERM RECOMMENATIONS 

RECOMMENATION 'l - IMPLEM MeM 5246.5 GUIDELINES


FINDING:	 The issuance of the MCM guidelines by HCFA in 
March 1987 was a positive effort to reduce the 
cost to Medicare for oxygen concentrators. 
The use of reduced acquisition cost as HCFA' s 
basis for a payment reduction for oxygen 
concentrators under the inherent 
reasonableness authority is totally compatible 
wi th this inspection's findings. Aggressive 
action by HCFA and its carriers is necessary 
in order to bring Medicare payments in line 
wi th those of non-Medicare payers. 

RECOMMENATION:	 The HCFA should develop a precise strategy to 
ensure the timely and effective implementation 
of the MCM 5246.5 guidelines, and HCFA should 
closely monitor carrier-specific cost savings
resul ting from the implementation of these
guidelines. 

IMPACT:	 National implementation of the MCM 5246.5

guidelines could result in savings of over

SlOO million anually.


RECOMMATION '2 - REQUIRE PHSICIAN A'1ES'.ATION 

FINDING:	 The process curently used for copletion of

the medical necessity certification forms

contains vulnerabilities to Medicare. It also 
fails to ensure that Medicare pays for at-home

oxygen care in only those instances in which

the beneficiary requires the care at the

levels needed. This absence of adequate

front-end controls fosters abuse.


RECOMMENATION:	 The HCFA should issue imediately a unform 
medical necessity certification form. 
Included on ths form should be a strong 
physician attestation statement. This 
attestation places the responsibility with the 
physician for the accuracy of the information 
contained on the certification form. 

IMPACT :	 Increased physician participation in the

medical necessity certification process will

ensure that the at-home oxygen care and

equipment paid 
 for by Medicare corresponds

wi th each beneficiary's needs.


l2 
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LONG '.ER RECOMMATIONS 

RECOMMATION #5 - REQUEST SPECIAL PAYM LIMZ'.A'.ION 

FINDING: 

RECOMMENATION: 

IMPACT: 

Medicare's reasonable charge reimbursement

mechanism does not take advantage of the

reduced acquisition costs to DME suppliers for

oxygen concentrators. These low acquisition

costs in conjunction with the limited need for

supplier maintenance do not substantiate the

significant variance in Medicare reimbursement

levels among carriers.


A legislative proposal should 
 be prepared and

submi tted by HCFA to request the authority to

extend to at-home oxygen care a special

payment limitation authority containing

specific criteria for establishing these

limitations comparable to those in P.L. 99

509, Section 9333 ( OBRA ) . This authority

should include a beneficiary safeguard which

prohibi ts the DME supplier from passing

Medicare payment reductions on to the

beeficiary. 
Medicare could achieve substantial progr..

savings as well as national consistency in

reimbursement levels amng carriers. In

addi tion, Medicare beneficiaries would share 
in these sav~ngs though reduced co-payments.


RECOMMA'.ION #6 - 'r'. AL'.ERA'.IVE REDmUREH MECBZSMS


FINDING: 

REcOMMENA'.ION: 

IMPACT : 

Almost all non-Medicare payers of at-home

oxygen care pay significantly less than

Medicare. These non-Medicare payers use a

variety of reimbursement mechanisms which have

been highly successful ~n achieving

signficant savings for their. progams.


The HCFA imediately should commence a series

of demonstration projects, such as competitive

bids and interagency agreements with Veterans

Administration Hospitals. These proj ects
should focus on developing 81 ternati ve 
Medicare reimbursement mechanisms and

innovative methods for ensuring quality of

patient care.


Zn the implementution of its existing

demonstration authority, HCFA should make

maximum use of the experiences of non-Medicare

payers to try a variety of experiments. Full

Medicare implementation of methods used by

non-Medicare payers, such as competitive bid,

could achieve about $200 million anually in

Medicare program savings. 

14 
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Rendtion No.3 
'le expriencs of States cutly usin the ccti ti ve bid prs

should be distribute by HCA to all State Mecaid aaenies alon wi tJ
stro enemnt for i nnate coideration of al temati ve
reimbuemt mesm. 

Cots 
We aa tht there is a potetial here to reize Mecad pr
savins an will delop an apropriate notification for all Mecad
State aaenies. 

~lCdation No. 4 -
Catinue us of -- tiple coes to 8eur COion levels for liqud
an Jaeo syste is approiate. . 'le data øyte for oxen 
cotrtors shoud be ched to cotain ony on co for oxen
cotrtors . 
Cants 
'le use of HCA Co Pr Co Syte (HC) co by caiers
wa retly reise by Caier Prra Hera 8-87-13, co

atta. 'Iis will crete a coistet app to data collection an

we believe it is a prferale altemative to havin a sin¡le coe for all


. cotrators. 'Iis is áu to the fact tht oxen cotrtors va in 
their flow rate an perctae of oxen delivere. 
Retion No. 5 
A leaislative pr 8houd be pr an aubDtte by HCA to rest
tJe autority to ex to at-hom oxen ca a spial paymt 
lim tation authority cotaini speific criteria for estali8hin thse

limitation cale to those in P.L. 99-509, Seon 9333 of th

t-bu Buet Reiliation Act (æR).


o-ts 
'I prsion of setion 9333 of æR were 80 C\ tht th have

aerved to limt th Depat's ability to ias spific IBY8t

limitation for physician service. In fact, setion 312 of tJe

Adinstrtion's drft Meca Amendments of 1987 wa prpo to re

an/or mofy 80 of tJe OB ches. In this inta, hor, there

i. no ne for a leaialative che. Cut statut wod allow inert 
relens rues to be aplied by HCA to oxen service. HCA is

effectin¡ imlemtation by issin¡ caier int.tian (fo 5246.5),

.mich were referr to in Re-.d1tion No.1.
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APPENDIX A


MEDICA NECESSITY CERTIFICATION PROCESS 

Based on data obtained during the course of this national program
inspection, a significant lack of control exists from the point
where the physician's prescription for oxygen becomes the actual 
basis for determining the amount to be paid by Medicare. Forexample: 

Step 1


Step 2


step 3


Step 4


Step 5


The physician writes a prescription to the

patient for oxygen to be used at home. The

prescription contains the liter flow rate but

does not necessarily stipulate the length of

time each day that the patient is to use

oxygen or the specific equipment to be us~d.

The physician then gives the prescription to

the patient. 
The patient, with advice or information from a

physician, hospital discharge staff,

respiratory therapist, a nurse, friends, or

telephone bok, locates a DME suppl~er to fill
the prescription. . 
The DME supplier then tranlates the

prescription to a certification form which

specifies the actual liter flow rate and the

length of use per day. All elements on the

certification form are factors in determning

the amount to be reimbursed by Medicare.

Therefore, a DME supplier could set the usage

per day at a rate equivalent to the maximum

reimbursement from Medicare (12 to l4 hours

per day). The DME supplier delivers the

oxygen equipment to the patient while the

certification form is being processed.


The DME supplier sends the completed

certification to the physician for his/her

signature which attests to the validity of the

medical necessity of the equipment and amounts

needed. Most physician sign the certifi
cation without closely scrutinizing its

contents. 
The DME supplier then transmits the

physician's signed certification form to the

Medicare carrier for processing and payment.


19
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APPENDIX C


POTENIAL MEICA SAVINGS ON OXYGEN CONcEN'.ORS 

The 1985 BMA data (the most recent available) established that

the Medicare carriers paid a total of $300,355, 215 in allowed

charges for oxygen concentrators. This amount reflects charges

for at least 83,432 beneficiaries which is based on an estimated

S300 per month concentrator rental charge. Using the above data

along with other data contained in MCM 5246.5, several potential

options for Medicare savings were calculated. In each instance

the al ternati ve proj ections were subtracted from the amount known

to be currently paid by Medicare to DME suppliers ($300,355,215).


BASED ON OIG RECOMMENATIONS -- SHORT '1 SAVINGS


1.	 Example 1a of MCM 5246.5 uses an estimate of a 
supplier's anual direct and indirect costs associated
wi th renting a concentrator. That cost (estimating a 50 
percent markup by the supplier) is an anual rental

allowance of Sl,655 or about $138 per month.


a.	 83,432 beneficiaries X S138 per month X 12 months =
$l38, 163,392 

POTENIA SAVINGS. $162,19l,OOO 

b. 100 percent markup or $2,206 anually or $184monthly ,
83,432 beneficiaries X S184 per month X 12 month c


$184,217,856 

POTENIAL SAVINGS. $116,137,000 

2.	 Example 2 of MCM 5246.5 establishes a reasonable monthly 
charge for purchase by selecting the median of wholesale 
prices for concentrators (i. e., $840) and increasing it 
by a markup of 66-2/3 percent for the supplier. 

S840 per month X 167 percent. $1,403 
Sl,403 X 83,432 beneficiariesc $l17, 038, 410 
Non-routine maintenance* 

12 months X S31 per month

X 83,432 beneficiaries.	 3l,036,704

Repairs and overhaul (warranty excluded)* 
$360 X 3 divided by 5 
X 83,432 beneficiaries. 18.021.312 

TOTAL $l66,096,426 
POTENIAL SAVINGS. $134,258, 000 during fir8~ year. Grea~er

savings accrue in 1a~er years, since ~e purchase price was

included in year one.


* See Appendix E
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APPENDIX D


LIST OF PRIOR STUIES AN REPORTS


1.	 "Oxygen Concentrator Study" (1-04-9031-10), 9/30/81,

HCFA Program Validation Report.


2.	 Anual Management Report, ll/13/84, The Equitable Study 
(Medicare Carrier for Tennessee). 

3.	 "Review of Cost Containment through Expansion of the 
Lowest Charge Level Limitation", (1-02-005-l9) 12/15/81,

HCFA/BQC. 

4.	 "Evaluation of the Impact of the Lowest Charge Level", 
4/6/82, HCFA Bureau of Program Policy. 

5.	 "Extending the Lowest Charge Level (LCL) to Additional
Non-Physician Procedures", (01-32011), OIG/Audit. 

6.	 "Priori ty Inspection Report (PIR) on Medicare Payments 
for Oxygen Concentrators", 8/18/83, OIG/OHFI. 

7.	 "Priority Inspection Report--Liquid Oxygen and Portable 
Pressurized Gas Systems", 5/84, OIG/OHFI, Region II. 

8.	 "Review of Oxygen Concentrators", ll/82, HCFA,

Region II.


9. .' "Durable Medical Equipment--Competitive Bidding 
Demonstration-Market Case Studies", 8/2l/86, HCFA

Contract to Abt Associates.


lO.	 GAO studies numbered HRD 82-61 (7/23/82), HRD 83-73

(7/8/83), and HRD 84-40 (2/13/84).


ll.	 "Home Oxygen Expenditures", (2R7-A02-1ll), 8/13/82,
. Veterans Administration/ Audi t. 

12.	 Management Implication Reports (MIR) prepared by OIG/OI which 
address a full range of problems and/or improprieties with 
at-home oxygen care. The dates of these MIRs are from March 
1984 thru July 1986. Specific MIRs are: MIR 84-48, MIR 84
97, MIR 84-114, MIR 85-75, MIR 85-l32, MIR 85-171, MIR 86-02, 
and MIR 86-iO, OIG/OI. 
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APPENDIX E


HEDXCA CAIERS MAAL 5246.5 cOMPa'.ION EXLES 

The examples se~ forth below were provided to the carriers by HCFA

as illustrations on how inherent reasonableness might be applied.

The carriers were advised to determine independently the method to

be used for deciding how inherent reasonableness will be applied

in their respective areas and to solicit coents from apprQpriate

groups. The carriers were cautioned against aerely issuing the

examples as policy.


EXLE 1 
Prevailing charge for rental

Prevailing charge for purchase S300 per month


$3,000Acquisi tion costs

Estimated useful life $1, 000


5 yearsTechnical maintenance

Average anual repairs and S31 per month


$360overhaul beyond warranty period


REAL ESTIMATE


Anual Depreciation $200(Sl,OOO divided by 5 years)


Non-routine technical maintenance

( $31. 00 x 12 months) $372 

Average anual repairs and overhaul

for 5-year periOd - 2 years under 8216

warranty 
($360 x 3 divided by 5)


'1O'1AL DIRE~ COS'.S $788 
Indirect Costs - space, taxes,

insurance, inventory, 
financing, etc. (40 percent)


$315 

'1'.AL ANAL COS'. $1103 

'1O'.AL MON' Y COST $91.92 

A'1 A HA-UP OF 50 PERC~ AN 100 PERc~ '1 ANAL REAL 
ALLOWANCES WOULD AHOUN '.0 81,655 (8l38.00 MON'Y) AN $2,206
(8184.00) RESPEC'IVEY . 
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